INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
LS90FC/LS10FC/LS12FC
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REQUIRED PARTS
1

1 x Door front assembly jamb

2 1 x Fixed panel wall jamb

3

1 x Fixed side panel

4 1 x Door front assembly

5

1 x Handle set

6 15 x Fixed panel screws - 8mm

7

19 x Fixed panel screw caps

8

9

8 x 6mm wall plugs

8 x Wall jamb fixing screws - 35mm

10 Wall jamb is for front door only installation

FRONT DOOR ONLY

A

A

Min
830mm
930mm
1140mm

Max
890mm
990mm
1200mm

Measure your shower base / shower area. The
measurement to the outside edge of the wall
jambs (1 & 10) should be somewhere with in the
minimum and maximum of the screen size. See
chart to the left.
Note: If using the maximum size make sure that
you allow for walls that may be out of plumb. If
your walls are 10mm out of plumb reduce your
screen size area by this amount.

Model
900 x 900mm Front set
1000 x 1000mm Front set
1200 Front set

Step 2
B

C

D

B

Using a level ensure jambs (1&10) are plumb then mark
the outside edge with a pencil. Then mark your pre-drilled
s.crew holes that are on the inside of the jamb(1) and on
the tab of jamb(10).Tab to be on the inside of shower.
See diagram A bove.

C

Remove jambs and drill 6mm holes into walls with drill bit.
Insert plastic wall plugs (9) that are provided.
Note: Please use the correct or most suitable fixing
for the surface you are screwing into, to ensure the
jamb is securely fixed to the wall eg. toggle wall plug.

9/64” x 1 3/8”
M4 x 35mm
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Using a level, ensure jambs (1) is plumb and the
holes in the jamb line up with the holes in the wall.
Fix jamb to wall using the screws provided (8).

Step 3
E

E

Step 4
F

F

4

SIDE PANEL ASSEMBLY.
Min
Max
Model
835mm 870mm 900 x 900mm Side Panel
935mm 970mm 1000 x 1000mm Side Panel

A

A

Measure your shower base / shower area. The
measurement to the outside edge of the wall
jambs (1 & 2) should be somewhere within the
minimum and maximum of the screen size. See
chart to the left.
Note: If using the maximum size make sure that
you allow for walls that may be out of plumb. If
your walls are 10mm out of plumb reduce your
screen size area by this amount.

FRONT PANEL ASSEMBLY.
Min
Max
Model
830mm 890mm 900 x 900mm Front set
930mm 990mm 1000 x 1000mm Front set
1140mm 1200mm 1200 Front set

Step 2
B

C

D

B

Using a level ensure jambs (1&2) are plumb then mark
the outside edge with a pencil. T hen mark your pre-drilled
screw holes that are on the inside of the jamb.

C

Remove jambs and drill 6mm holes with drill bit. Insert
plastic wall plugs (9) that are provided.
Note: Please use the correct or most suitable fixing
for the surface you are screwing into, to ensure the
jamb is securely fixed to the wall eg. toggle wall plug.

9/64” x 1 3/8”
M4 x 35mm

D
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Using a level, ensure jambs (1 & 2) are plumb and the
holes in the jamb line up with the holes in the wall. Fix
jamb to wall using the screws provided (8).

Step 3
E

E

Slide fixed panel (3) and door front assembly (4) into jambs
( 1 & 2)
Hint: Insert top or bottom corner first then you will find that
the rest of the panel will slide in easily.

Step 4
F

F

Slide front of fixed panel (3) over extrusion on front door
assembly (4). N ow drill 4 equally spaced 3.2mm holes on the
INSIDE of the screen (See aerial view). F ix side panel (3) to
front assembly (4) using fixed panel screws 8mm (6). C ap all
screws using fixed panel screw caps (7).

Aerial View
Drill here
then
Fix here
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Step 5
G

G

Adjust front assembly and fixed side panel so B=C. This is done
by sliding the fixed panel in or out of the wall extrusion for the
fixed side. F or the front, the top and bottom rails of the front
assembly slide apart for adjustment.
Now fix off the bottom rail at the location pictured on the inside
of the screen. U sing a level ensure front assembly and side
panel are vertical. N ow drill 3.2mm holes then fix with screws
(6) as shown to top rail of front assembly.

Drill 3.2mm holes between the end
of fixed glass and end of door

INSIDE SHOWER VIEW

FRONT SHOWER VIEW

Only the one
hole in bottom rail

Step 6
H

Now drill 4 equally spaced 3.2mm holes into the wall jambs
(1 & 2) on the INSIDE of the screen. Make sure that your drill
holes are more than 20mm back from the glass edge, when
using smallest screen size, otherwise you may break the glass.
Make sure that the holes also go through the aluminium of the
fixed side panel and the door front assembly.
Fix off wall jambs (1 & 2) to fixed side panels (3 & 4) using fixed
panels screws (6) and covering them with caps (7) provided

Drill here
20mm
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Outside Shower

H

Step 7

1a

1

1b

Step 8
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